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Unified
Analytics
by

Tangoe One

Say hello to Unified Analytics by Tangoe One—a single, consolidated view of all executive-level data in one place. It’s the
“big-picture” reporting and holistic overview of technology expenses, inventory, and device usage you’ve been waiting for,
without the hassle.

The Challenge
Gartner forecasts that by next year, “the share of knowledge workers working remotely will increase from 27% in 2019 to
45% in 2022, driving permanent change in workforce structure.”
SOURCE: GARTNER (2021)

Today’s global, work-from-anywhere environment and dynamic market landscape have accelerated the adoption of new
digital communication channels (e.g., Teams, Zoom, etc.), cloud assets, mobile devices, and telecom network
transformation. As the freneticism continues, decision-makers across all industries—from enterprise finance and IT
executives to business line managers—are struggling control growing technology expenses and stay mindful of total
spend.
The lack of visibility and control over what technology expenses, inventory, services and usage not only impacts a
company’s bottom line, but also makes it vulnerable to legal and compliance issues - including fraud, abuse, misuse of
services, and security breaches.
After all, how can you accomplish trend and forecasting analysis and answer “what-if” scenarios about tomorrow, without
complete transparency into technology expenses and inventory today? Taking things a step further, how is it possible to
take proactive measures to safeguard your employees, company, and bottom line to actively mitigating potential financial,
legal, compliance, reputational or security risks?
Our solution: A unified, high-level window into your telecom assets and expenditure, accessible anywhere, anytime.

Tangoe One Unified Analytics empower you to…
Work smart:

Access a holistic view of
telecom, mobile and cloud
expenses and inventory quickly
from one central location
whenever strategic decisions
are to be made.

Save money:

Monitor cost and usage spikes, make
projections, and retrieve critical
insights into trends helping to
streamline spending and right-size
programs with confidence.
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Be confident:

Deliver the right information to
Business Line Managers to
better track overall spend,
bringing greater transparency
and visibility to the business.
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Featured Dashboards and Benefits
Unified Analytics provides greater visibility into your telecom, mobile and cloud estate to fuel strategic
decision-making and bring confidence to technology expense management.

Here’s What You Get:
• Spend High-Level—Offers a top-down view of enterprise-wide expenses in multiple categories
• Spend Trend Details—Provides month-over-month spend by service area, charge category, and charge type with
variance highlights
• Spend Asset View—Helps you understand assets and budgetary impact
• Spend Vendor View—Provides the full story on spend
• Cost Center Details—Facilitates cost control and management within departments
• Inventory Details—Allows for categorization of assets as needed
• Location Details—Delivers a geographical understanding of spend and assets

Key Application Benefits:
• View expenses across asset and service types (telecom, mobile, cloud)
• Complete cost center and financial pictures
• Global and regional sorting
• Greater visibility into potential issues; be alerted to problems before they escalate
• Tracking of audit savings
• Increased budgeting, trending, forecasting
• Answers to “what-if” scenarios
By implementing Tangoe One’s Unified Analytics, companies don’t waste time toggling between screens to get the
information you need, when you need it. Trade in your information silos for a single source of truth. Armed with the full
story, you’ll finally fill in the gaps and cost management gray areas with facts—entering high-level budgetary
conversations more informed than ever before.

!

Want to learn more?

Contact us to learn more about Tangoe.

About Tangoe

Tangoe is a leading provider of Technology Expense Management (TEM) and Managed Mobility Services (MMS) – enabling customers to visualize
global assets, capture and optimize their value, and grow the bottom line. More than 50% of the Global Fortune 500 leverage the company’s

software and services to manage technology inventory, process orders, pay enterprise expenses, and optimize investments. Led by the flagship

Tangoe One, customers are empowered with a unified, highly automated approach to working smarter in today’s rapidly changing environment –

from the cloud, working from anywhere, and beyond. For more information on the power of Tangoe and how it can transform your business, please
connect with us to learn more - Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest and Tangoe.com.
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